Smoke Permit Weather Forecasts
Ventilation adjective forecasts for anywhere in Colorado are available on the web.
Ventilation is a measure of the atmosphere’s capacity to disperse a pollutant like smoke
at a particular time.
This forecast may be used to establish compliance with Colorado prescribed fire permit
weather forecast requirements. Print a copy of the relevant forecast(s) for your files.
Private landowners may not obtain National Weather Service (NWS) spot forecasts. If
you burn for an agency that gives you the option to forego a spot, and with respect only
to smoke, consider the smoke risk of the burning you are about to do. If it is significant
we recommend that you get a spot forecast. More than the fuel affects smoke risk, but in
general for hand piles, machine piles far from homes, grass, and similarly lower smoke
risk projects the website described below is sufficient smoke forecast information.
Forecasts from sources other than the National Weather Service may not be used to
establish compliance with Colorado prescribed fire smoke permits.
Go to http://www.crh.noaa.gov/bou/firewx/fwpfm/fwpfm.php?wfo=bou regardless of which
NWS office typically issues forecasts for your area. You will see a screen like this:

Enter the burn site’s latitude and longitude, then click ‘go.’ You’ll see a table like the one shown
next in this document.
If you want a general idea of the forecast, click on the map. But for enough precision to
use with a smoke permit, enter lat-long or zoom in repeatedly. The forecast grid is 3 km
resolution.

Which columns in the table you should use depends on the permit conditions.
1) If the permit’s weather options include one or more ventilation adjectives, look at the
columns with colored letters labeled ‘ajtv ratg.’
The best ventilation adjective for the day establishes permit compliance. For example, if
at any time during the day of ignition the adjective will be ‘good’ but not reach ‘very
good,’ use permit conditions for ‘good.’
Translation:
P (red) = poor
F (orange) = fair
G (yellow) = good
V (blue) = very good
E (also blue) = excellent.
(All the column headers are translated way down at the bottom of the web page.)
Using the table above as an example, on 12/23 the day’s best forecasted adjective was
‘poor.’ Unless other weather criteria of snowing or storm are met and are approved for
the project, the permit probably does not allow any burning that day. Basically, the
overnight inversion is not expected to break, and smoke would disperse minimally. By
contrast, for the 24th the best forecasted adjective is ‘excellent.’ It is unusual weather in
that favorable ventilation is expected to last well into the evening, and reflects stiff upperlevel winds that may follow passage of a cold front like the one that brought the
snowstorm on the 23rd.
2) If the permit requires ‘storm’, use the 3rd column from the left, labeled PP % (probability of
precipitation).
To meet the very specific definition of ‘storm’ that applies to prescribed fire permits, the
probability of snow must be at least 60% for at least 6 of the 18 hours following ignition.
Check that the ‘PP%’ column is 60 or greater for at least 6 hours. Also establish that the
form of the precipitation is forecasted to be snow, not rain, which is shown in the last
column on the right.
In this example, on the 23rd the probability of snow is forecasted to be 60 or 70% all day.
The storm criterion of at least 6 hours of 60% or higher probability of snow is met. On
the 24th the forecast showed five hours of 60% or higher probability. The permit criterion
for ‘storm’ requires at least six hours. The storm criterion is not met despite the
possibility of snowfall that day.
3) The tabular forecast includes both transport wind directions and speeds. They may be
relevant for constrained wind directions on a smoke permit.
The direction shown is the source of the wind - where it is coming from, not the direction
in which it is headed.

In the example the transport wind direction on both days was N and NW. A permit
whose allowed wind directions include both of these directions could be used. On the
24th a permit that did not allow W but did include NW could also be used.
4) Finally, this forecast also has sunset time in the header. In most cases sunset time affects
how late in the day your smoke permit says you may light.
In the example the sunset time on the 23rd is 4:44 p.m. We round to the nearest quarter
hour. A permit that required ignition to end no later than two hours before sunset would
let a person light piles or broadcast fuels until 2:45 p.m. but no later.

Thank you to National Weather Service fire weather forecasters for making this format of
forecast available. Questions or concerns about how this website’s information applies to
Colorado prescribed fire permits? Call Coleen Campbell at 303 692-3224, Sarah Gallup at 303
916-1260, or Pat McLaughlin at 303 692-3244.

